
DISSOLVED OXYGEN TO FISH OBSERVED

Examine the data in Table 4 showing the amount of dissolved oxygen present and the number of fish observed in the
body of water the sample.

Testable yes or no :YES Hypothesis:Eating healthy foods and having a routine exercise everyday lowers the
blood pressure by 10 than when eating fatty foods and do not have a regular work out. Fish Population found
at the beginning of this exercise. Jennifer and Johnny work hard and decide the velocity of the car is  To
determine if the type of agar affects bacterial growth, a scientist cultures E. From ppm, the quality of water is
also high because the rate of dissolved oxygen in water is higher than the number of fishes. You may also
draw it neatly by hand and scan your drawing. What would your experimental approach be to test this
hypothesis? If the population of fish increases, the dissolved oxygen content in water is decreased. If you
choose this option, you must insert the scanned jpg image here. A plant grows three inches faster per day when
placed on a window sill than it does when placed on a on a coffee table in the middle of the living room. Then
I would gradually begin adding fish daily, starting with one fish. The independent variable is the number of
fish observed, and the dependent variable is the dissolved oxygen ppm. The son guesses that he is holding 81
cents. The grocery clerk said the jar actually contains pennies. My control in this experiment would be the 2nd
fish tank, which I would not fluctuate the total number of observed fish. What would be the independent and
dependent variables? BOTH 3. Use a bar graph to show the average blood pressure for each of your study
groups. At the end of the experiment the number of surviving fish are surveyed. If you did propose an
experiment, since the the time appears to be the independent variable that the dependent variable clouds
depends on, but that is not the case, you'd have to go further and propose what variables you're going to look
at--what atmospheric conditions that aren't observed in this case are the variables related to the cloud
formation? The teller at the bank with brown hair and brown eyes and is taller than the other tellers. The fewer
amounts of fish, the more oxygen there is in the water.


